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Easy crossword puzzles should gently challenge the mind, not the eyes. With these large-print

crosswords from esteemed puzzle editor Peter Gordon, everything is clearly visible, from the letters

in the grid to the clues themselves. We can't guarantee you will solve every puzzle, but at least

you'll be able to see what you've been missing!
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This is better by far than the usual Will Shortz ones. I am a senior who does crosswords now simply

to stave off as much as I can one's failing memory. And this is, for some reason, a really good one

for me.

Not sure I'd classify this as "easy". Many references to TV shows, Movies, etc. If you're not a trivia

buff, this may not be "easy" for you. The print is great for visually impaired or elders.

I bought this book for my mom, who has ALZ and she said she didn't want it. Being her daughter,

who may have the chance of ALZ knock on my door I would keep the puzzles for myself. They are

easy but I haven't done puzzles for 35 years I need the primer. I would recommend this book for

anyone. Being spring-bound also makes it convenient. if you get stuck, the answers are in the back.

This book would be more fun if we were from the New York area and knew various geographical



locations and local slang. Are there any puzzles constructed for the rest of the country???

Purchased as gift. Large print was as described. Received many thanks for this excellent

Crossword puzzle book which was neither too easy or too hard. Would recommend for anyone

seeking a few hours of entertainment.

This is first time I've bought a large print crossword book. I was very pleased when it arrived. The

paper is heavy and makes it easier to write on. Not flimsy like newspaper stock. The print is crisp

and clear and the puzzles are clearly numbered in the back of the book so you can readily check

your answers. I will definitely purchase again.

This is a very nice book with HUGE print.........you won't need your glasses for this one. The puzzles

are very easy, in fact, a little too easy for my tastes. You can fill one out in well under 5 minutes. I

guess the book is great for when you just want to have a quick go at a puzzle, but this book will not

stretch your brain cells at all. I have found several puzzles in here that I have done in other books

too.

I'm just short of being smart enough to call these "easy," but I HAVE been able to complete a few,

and came close with a few others. At least one puzzle was missing a clue, so the publishing house

may be using somebody's brother-in-law to do the editing.. But overall if you're about as bright as I

am, this one should suit you.
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